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Lumen® Object Storage
Enterprise-grade storage for unstructured data.

Object storage provides cost-effective, scalable, fault
deterrent cloud servers for multimedia, documents,
database backups, archives and more. Enhance
your disaster recovery and compliance with data
replications in centers across your region. Each
individual object is saved as is and available in case of
deletion or loss. With your storage replicated, secured
and supported in multiple locations with Lumen, your
team can access what they need, when they need it,
and collaborate without the struggles of traditional
file sharing.

Reduce recovery costs with smarter storage
For a simple monthly rate, nodes are managed as a single pool with no hierarchy, with
changes stored as new objects on multiple devices and locations—for less maintenance
and simple, more cost-effective recovery.

Support data recovery
Automatic replication saves data to multi-location centers in your region. The unified
structure supports secure file sharing that aligns with compliance laws and regulations.

Drive high-level performance
Object storage utilizing cloud servers offer more efficiency to high volume file systems.
Lumen APIs support S3 code to establish compatibility with already deployed file
management utilities.

Common Use Cases
•

Storing large data files up to 5 GB and larger and recalling them easily via HTTP

•

Running cloud-native apps and multimedia that require high-availability and redundancy

•

Securing and backing up information within a cloud environment that automatically replicates data

•

Archiving data with compliance and security to virtually eliminate unnecessary, unmonitored file sharing

Why Lumen?
Lumen provides service and support for a growing
range of complex network services. With an
extensive network of ~170 on-net buildings and
~450K route miles across the globe—Lumen offers
modern solutions, technology and innovation
to maximize performance and empower your
organization from virtually anywhere.
Contact an expert for pricing and more at
1-855-397-0251.
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